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Evaluating the efficiency of energy enterprises’ investmentmerger in the energy

Internet sector can be a visual measure of the effectiveness of their investment

merger in this sector. It is crucial for energy enterprises to achieve strategic

transformation and expand their market share. To this end, this study aims to

investigate the efficiency of energy enterprises’ investment merger in the

energy Internet sector by constructing an efficiency evaluation index system

and evaluation model with the characteristics of the sector. Based on which the

TOPSISmodel is used to distinguish the differences in the efficiency of the same

enterprises’ investmentmerger in different years. The results of the validation on

international power enterprises show that the size of the enterprise has an

important influence on its investment merger efficiency in this field. In addition,

the evaluation index system and method constructed prove to be effective in

evaluating and differentiating the annual investment merger efficiency of

energy enterprises in the energy Internet field.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, energy scarcity, environmental pollution, and climate change have

become increasingly serious. Among them, there is a strong link between CO2 emissions

and the economic growth of companies and even entire countries, and a two-way causal

relationship between energy use and CO2 emissions (Sun et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2022a).

Green, ecological, and sustainable have become one of the key principles in the

development of the energy sector (Wang et al., 2022). Under the background of

globalization, the energy efficiency of a country is closely linked to its neighbors, and

the form of development of energy companies is closely linked to global energy policies

(Ren et al., 2023; Ren et al., 2022b; Ren et al., 2022c; Sun et al., 2022). The energy Internet,

as a new mode of energy industry development with the deep integration of the Internet

and energy production, transmission, storage, consumption, and energy market (Moness
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and Moustafa, 2016), is not only an important way to solve the

problem of energy supply security and achieve green energy

development, but also an important opportunity to help energy

companies achieve strategic transformation and expand their

market share. As an important part of energy enterprises,

evaluating the efficiency of electricity companies’ investment

merger in the energy internet sector has become an important

research content. By grasping the effectiveness of enterprises’

investment merger in this field, it can better help them cope with

the opportunities and challenges brought by the development of the

energy Internet. It is of great significance for electricity enterprises to

enhance their strength and realize industrial upgrading. From the

perspective of the importance of the energy Internet for electricity

enterprises, a scientific index framework is needed to promote the

evaluation of the efficiency of electricity enterprises’ investment

merger in the energy Internet field. At the same time, a scientific

evaluation model is also needed to ensure the objectivity and

accuracy of the evaluation results.

As an important business activity of electricity enterprises, it

has been a popular topic to study the efficiency evaluation of

investment merger. Many scholars have established different

evaluation index systems for the evaluation of the efficiency of

investment merger of electricity enterprises. Table 1 summarizes

the relevant studies focusing on the evaluation indexes of

investment merger efficiency of electricity enterprises.

Different scholars construct the evaluation index system of

investment merger efficiency of electricity enterprises from

both input and output perspectives. The number of employees

and capital investment are the evaluation indexes proposed by

most scholars from the input perspective; carbon dioxide

emission and earnings per share are the evaluation indexes

adopted by most scholars from the output perspective. These

evaluation index systems are constructed based on the overall

perspective of investment merger, and do not divide into specific

evaluation areas. Therefore, there is currently no unified

evaluation index system for evaluating the efficiency of

investment merger in the segmented energy Internet field.

A wide variety of models have been used to evaluate

efficiency, including investment-cash flow sensitive (FHP)

models (Francis et al., 2013), Vogt models (Aggarwal and

Goodell, 2014), Richardson in-vestment expenditure models

(Khanghah et al., 2015; Ben et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2022),

stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) models (Sun et al., 2019;

Zhang et al., 2022), and DEA models (Giacalone et al., 2020;

Tavassoli et al., 2022;Wu and Lin, 2022). Studies have shown that

in the energy industry, the BCC model, which is one of the

models underlying the DEAmodel, is one of the most commonly

used efficiency evaluation models. Wang et al. (2021) used Super

Efficiency Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to evaluate

regional energy efficiency in China and found that overall

energy efficiency in China is low and varies widely by region,

with energy efficiency generally higher in the eastern region than

in the western region. Using a DEA model, Mohsin et al. (2021)

studied the impact of energy reforms on energy efficiency in

48 countries in five different regions and found that energy

reforms contributed to the goal of high energy efficiency and

lower unit energy costs. Ouyang and Yang (2020) used the

multiplicative network DEA model to analyze regional energy

and environmental efficiency in 27 OECD countries. Although

the BCC model is widely used in the evaluation of the efficiency

of the energy industry, most of the current studies focus on

evaluating its environmental efficiency and technical efficiency,

and relatively few studies evaluate its investment merger

efficiency, especially studies based on the perspective of the

energy Internet to evaluate its investment merger efficiency

are currently in a blank state.

At present, no complete investment merger efficiency

evaluation index system has been formed for the energy

Internet field, and there is no specific method to evaluate the

efficiency of energy companies’ investment merger in this field.

To fill this gap, this paper takes the investment merger efficiency

of energy enterprises in the energy Internet field as the research

object and constructs a corresponding investment merger

efficiency evaluation index system and an integrated

TABLE 1 A summary of evaluation indexes of investment merger efficiency of electricity companies.

Authors Inputs Outputs

Wang et al. (2016) Labor input, capital input, energy input, R&D investment, IPC
investment

Industrial value-added, SO2 emissions, CO2 emissions, solid emissions,
wastewater emissions

Monastyrenko
(2017)

Total installed capacities involved in electricity generation, total
operational expenditures

Physical amounts of generated electricity, emissions

Halkos et al. (2018) Total cost, energy transmission Net Capacity, emissions

Chang et al. (2020) Payable employee salary, newly fixed assets addition, newly tangible assets
addition, operational capital addition

The growing ratio of total assets, return of net assets, returns per share

Zheng (2021) Annual total electricity consumption, number of employed workers,
capital stock

GDP, CO2 emissions, industrial smoke emission, wasted-water discharge,
industrial energy terminal consumption

Fan et al. (2022) The stock of OFDI, total labor force GDP, adjusted net national income, damage of CO2
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investment merger efficiency evaluation model. Then the index

system and evaluation model are used to evaluate and analyze three

international power enterprises’ investment merger efficiency in the

energy Internet sector. Three enterprises are Electricity De France,

National Grid, and E. ON of Germany. Finally, the effectiveness of

each power company’s investment merger in the field of energy

internet is summarized based on the evaluation results.

This study makes multiple contributions to the energy

Internet sector’s investment merger efficiency evaluation of

research. First, this paper adds indicators reflecting the

characteristics of the energy Internet based on the common

evaluation indexes of investment merger efficiency of power

enterprises, filling the gap in the evaluation indexes of

investment merger efficiency in the energy Internet sector.

Second, we construct an integrated evaluation model of

energy enterprises’ investment merger efficiency in the field of

energy Internet, and then, we realize the differentiated ranking of

enterprises’ annual investment merger efficiency in this field with

the help of TOPSIS method. The combination of multiple

methods can provide a new direction for further research

work in this field to think about. Third, the paper analyses

three international power companies’ investment merger

situation from the perspective of the energy Internet, and

makes a horizontal comparison of the three companies. The

conclusions learned are of great significance for energy

companies to expand their market share and achieve

sustainable development in the context of the energy Internet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the

corresponding evaluation indexes and evaluation methods are

proposed based on the research object of this paper. In Section 3,

the empirical analysis is conducted for the three major

international electricity enterprises. In Section 4, the empirical

results are analyzed. Finally, in Section 5, the full work is

summarized and future research directions are proposed.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Construction of index system

Comprehensive domestic and foreign literature research

found that no unified index system has been formed for the

efficiency evaluation of electricity enterprise in-vestment merger

in the context of the energy Internet. Therefore, based on the

existing research, this paper constructs the corresponding

investment efficiency evaluation index system by combining the

characteristics of low-carbon and renewable energy-based energy

Internet business, and the specific process is shown as Figure 1.

Firstly, the initial selection of indicators (2.1.1) establishes the

initial evaluation index system of energy Internet investment

merger efficiency of electricity enterprises from both input and

output perspectives. Secondly, in the part of indicators screening

(2.1.2), to reduce the redundancy between indicators, using

Spearman coefficient conducted index correlation analysis;

finally, the final evaluation indicators system is determined

according to the results of indicator screening (3.2).

2.1.1 The initial selection of indicators
The accuracy of the evaluation of enterprises’ investment

efficiency in the energy Internet field mainly depends on the

selected indicators of inputs and outputs. By summarizing the

literature and considering the availability of data, this paper

establishes the initial evaluation index system for the efficiency of

electricity enterprises’ energy Internet investment merger from

both input and output aspects as shown in the figure below. Since

in the input-output analysis, generally the smaller the input

indicator is, the larger the output indicator is, the better, so

we do the reciprocal processing for the carbon emission intensity

indicator. Primary evaluation index system of energy Internet

investment and merger efficiency of power enterprises is shown

as Table 2.

2.1.2 Indicators screening
To ensure the lowest possible information redundancy among

the indicators, the Spearman coefficient is chosen for correlation

analysis among the indicators in this paper, and the principle is

shown in Eq. 1. di � xi − yi is the operation after hierarchizing the

variables separately. Since the correlation of each enterprise’s

indicator data is not representative of other enterprises, in this

section, this paper maps the enterprise’s indicator data to the

macro level for correlation analysis of the data.

σx,y � 1 − 6∑n

i�1d
2
i

n(n2 − 1)
(1)

2.2 Basic model introduction

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is an effective

mathematical method for assessing the efficiency of decision-

making units (DMUs) ((Jin et al., 2022)). Suppose the number of

DMUs in a system is n, the number of input indicators for each

DMU is m, and the number of output indicators is s. Then the

input and output indicators for the jth DMU are:

Xj � (x1,j, x2,j,/, xm,j)> 0, j � 1, 2,/, n (2)
Yj � (y1,j, y2,j,/, ym,j)> 0, j � 1, 2,/, n (3)

2.2.1 CCR model
The CCR model is based on the variable returns to scale

(VRS) principle and introduces slack variables S+ and residual

variables S− to adjust input-output values to achieve optimal

resource allocation. The principle of the CRR model is shown in

Eq 4. λj in the first formula is the weight coefficient of the input

indicator, and λj in the second formula is the weight coefficient of
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the output indicator. θ is the efficiency value when the input

minimized target is achieved under constant output conditions,

and the efficiency value sought at this point is the comprehensive

technical efficiency.

min θ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑n
j�1
Xjλj + S+ � θXj0

∑n
j�1
Yjλj + S− � Yj0

λj ≥ 0, j � 1, 2,/, n
S− ≤ 0, S+ ≥ 0

(4)

2.2.2 BCC model
The BCC model looks at efficiency from an output

perspective, i.e., comparing the achievement of output

resources for the same level of inputs, and this model results

in ‘pure technical efficiency’. The BCC model based on the

principle of immutability of remuneration for scale is obtained

by adding a constraint ∑n
j�1λj � 1 to Eq. 4. The model discusses

efficiency from an output perspective, i.e., comparing the

achievement of output resources at the same level of inputs,

in which case pure technical efficiency is obtained.

The BCC model can be further subdivided into the input-

oriented BCC model (Eq. 5) and output-oriented BCC model (Eq.

(6)), depending on the objectives. The input-oriented BCC model

studies the use of input resources by DMUs with the objective of

input minimization, provided that the output is constant., at the

time, φ referring to the value of pure technical efficiency with

minimal inputs while ensuring constant outputs. The output-

oriented BCC model studies the output of each DMU with

constant inputs, intending to maximize output, at the time, φ

referring to the value of the pure technical efficiency with

maximal output with constant guaranteed inputs.

minφ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑n
j�1
Xjλj ≤φXk

∑n
j�1
Yjλj ≥Yk

λj ≥ 0, j � 1, 2,/, n

∑n
j�1
λj � 1

(5)

maxφ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑n
j�1
Xjλj ≤Xk

∑n
j�1
Yjλj ≥φYk

λj ≥ 0, j � 1, 2,/, n

∑n
j�1
λj � 1

(6)

The BCC model divides the comprehensive technical

efficiency (θ) into pure technical efficiency (φ) and scale

efficiency (γ), Since the BCC model is obtained by adding

constraints to the CCR model, the BCC model can obtain the

comprehensive technical efficiency (θ) of each DMU in addition

to the pure technical efficiency (φ), The scale efficiency (γ) of

DMU can be further obtained according to Equation: γ � θ
φ.

2.3 Integration of investment merger
efficiency evaluation results

Since the input-oriented BCCmodel and the output-oriented

BCC model have different research perspectives, the

corresponding obtained pure technical efficiency values are

not the same generally, at this time the comprehensive

technical efficiency values obtained by the CCR model are

consistent, and according to γ � θ
φ, the scale efficiencies

obtained by the two models are generally different. For

investment merger efficiency evaluation problems, both input

minimization and output maximization can be used as the

objectives of such evaluation problems, and the evaluation

results obtained by using only one of the models are generally

not objective enough. Therefore, this paper adopts an integration

approach by integrating the pure technical efficiency obtained

using the input-oriented BCC model and the output-oriented

BCC model, respectively, according to certain rules, and then

according to the equation to get the ultimate scale efficiency. The

specific calculation process is shown in the Figure 2.

Step 1, Calculating the pure technical efficiency matrix. Using

the input-oriented BCC model (IN-BCC) and the output-

oriented BCC model (OUT-BCC), respectively

[φjl]n×2(l � 1, 2), φjl denotes the pure technical efficiency

value of the jth DMU calculated with the lth model.

Step 2, Calculating the weights of the model Bl(l � 1, 2).
Firstly, the information purity (dl) corresponding to the Bl model

is calculated: dl � ∑n
j�1φ2

jl, j � 1, 2,/, n; l � 1, 2; Secondly, the

weight of the Bl model is obtained by normalizing the

information purity: Wl � dl/∑2
l�1dl

, where, ∑2
l�1Wl = 1.

Step 3, Getting the pure technical efficiency after integration.

According to the equation: φj � ∑2
l�1Wl · φjl, j � 1, 2,/, n, the

final pure technical efficiency is obtained.

Step 4, Getting the scale efficiency. Based on the previously

obtained combined technical efficiency values θ, according to the

equation: γ � θ
φ, the final scale efficiency value of each DMU (γ) is

calculated.

2.4 Differentiated ranking of investment
merger efficiency

The differential ranking of merger efficiency is done in two

main steps. The first is to construct positive and negative ideal

sample points. Then the TOPSIS method is used to calculate the

closeness of DMUs to the positive and negative ideal sample
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points to complete the differential ranking. The relevant process

is shown in the Figure 3.

2.4.1 Constructing positive and negative ideal
sample points

Step 1, Constructing the first virtual decision unit DMUn+1,
denotes the optimal decision unit, and its input and output

vectors are separately denoted as:

Xn+1 � (x1,n+1, x2,n+1,/, xm,n+1) (7)
Yn+1 � (y1,n+1, y2,n+1,/, ys,n+1) (8)

The input and output index values of the optimal decision

unit DMUn+1 are the minimum and maximum of the

corresponding index values of all actual DMUs, respectively:

xi,n+1 � min (xi,1, xi,2,/, xi,n), i � 1, 2,/, m (9)
yr,n+1 � max(yr,1, yr,2,/, yr,n), r � 1, 2,/, s (10)

Step 2, Constructing the second virtual decision unit

DMUn+2, denotes the worst decision unit, and its input and

output vectors are separately denoted as:

Xn+2 � (x1,n+2, x2,n+2,/, xm,n+2) (11)
Yn+2 � (y1,n+2, y2,n+2,/, ys,n+2) (12)

The input and output index values of the worst decision unit

DMUn+2 are the maximum and minimum of the corresponding

index values of all actual DMUs, respectively:

xi,n+2 � max (xi,1, xi,2,/, xi,n), i � 1, 2,/, m (13)
yr,n+2 � min(yr,1, yr,2,/, yr,n), r � 1, 2,/, s (14)

Step 3, Determine the optimal decision unit DMUn+1 as a

positive ideal sample point and the worst decision unit DMUn+2
as a negative ideal sample point.

2.4.2 Differentiated ranking of DMUs using the
TOPSIS model

TOPSIS is a commonly used comprehensive evaluation

method. It first determines an optimal solution and the worst

solution, where the indicators of the optimal solution all reach

the best value among the indicators, and the indicators of the

worst solution all reach the worst value among the indicators, if

the evaluation object is closest to the optimal solution and far

from the worst solution, then it is optimal, otherwise it is not

optimal. The steps for the differentiated ranking of DMUs by

using TOPSIS method is as follows.

Step 1, Nondimensionalizing the valid decision units to be

ranked. The input indicator is handled as a cost indicator, the

smaller the value the better, and the dimensionless formula is

shown as follows:

xij
′ � (maxxi − xij)/(maxxi −min xi) , i � 1, 2,/, m (15)

yrj
′ � (yrj −minyr)/(maxyr −minyr) , r � 1, 2,/, s (16)

Step 2, Calculate the closeness of decision units to ideal

sample points and negative ideal sample points, and rank the

DMUs according to the calculation results. The calculation

formula is shown in Eq. 15. The larger the closeness dj, the

closer the jth DMU is to the optimal level and the higher the

investment merger efficiency. Euclidean norm is chosen as the

distance indicator. Where, z+k denoting the maximum value of

the kth indicator, z−kdenoting the minimum value of the kth

indicator, and zkj denoting the value corresponding to the kth

indicator of the jth decision unit.

dj �
��������������∑m+s

k�1 (zkj − z−k)2√ /( ��������������∑m+s
k�1 (zkj − z+k)2√

+
��������������∑m+s

k�1 (zkj − z−k)2√ ) (17)

3 Results

3.1 Data source

The study is based on annual data between 2010 and

2019 and covers three countries: France, Britain, and

Germany, and three electricity companies: EDF, National Grid

United Kingdom, and E.ON. In particular, data on macro

indicators at the country level were obtained from the World

Bank (GDP per capita of employed population, Total national

reserves, Percentage of employed population, Net foreign direct

investment, R&D expenditure costs, GDP), BP Statistical Review

of World Energy (Generating capacity, Carbon emissions),

Energy Statistics Yearbook 2020 (Percentage of renewable

energy generation), and the Spearman method were used to

After correlation analysis of the indicators, the corresponding

micro indicators for evaluating the efficiency of electricity

enterprises’ investment merger were screened according to

Table 3, and the data of micro indicators at enterprise level

were obtained from the annual reports of each enterprise (2010-

2019).

3.2 Indicator screening results

The Spearman coefficients were chosen to analyze the

correlation between France, Britain, and Germany, and the

results of the Spearman coefficients are shown in Table 4. In

terms of the correlation between input indicators, there is a

strong positive correlation between X4 and X5 in Britain and

Germany (values of 1.000 and 0.927 respectively); besides, there

is a strong positive correlation between X1 and X4 and between

X1 and X5 in Britain (values of 0.988). In terms of the correlation

between output indicators, there is a strong positive correlation
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between Y3 and Y4 in both Britain and Germany (values of

0.952 and 0.766, respectively).

According to the above index correlation analysis results, we

choose to delete two indicators X5 and Y3, combined with the

index mapping relationship set in Table 3, the finalized index

system is shown in Figure 4.

3.3 Investment merger efficiency
evaluation

Firstly, the input-oriented BCC and output-oriented BCC

models are used to evaluate and analyze the investment merger

efficiency of EDF, National Grid of United Kingdom, and E. ON

in the energy Internet field respectively, and for each company,

the pure technical efficiency calculated by the two models are

integrated according to the pure technical efficiency evaluation

results integration method proposed in 2.3 to obtain the final

pure technical efficiency, and according to the scale the

relationship between efficiency, pure technical efficiency, and

integrated technical efficiency to obtain the scale technical

efficiency of each DMU. The evaluation results of investment

merger efficiency are presented in the form of images and tables.

In addition, based on the integrated technical efficiency values

calculated by the CCRmodel embedded in the BCCmodel, using

the method introduced in 2.4, a differential ranking is performed

for the decision units that cannot be distinguished by the BCC

model to obtain the differential ranking of each company’s

investment merger efficiency in the energy Internet sector

under different years (Final sort).

3.3.1 EDF
(1) Integration of investment merger efficiency evaluation

results

Table 5 shows the integration process of the results of the

evaluation of the investment merger efficiency of EDF’s

investments in the energy Internet sector. The CCR model

TABLE 2 Primary evaluation index system of energy Internet investment and merger efficiency of power enterprises.

Input/Output Level Indicator name Definition

Input Capital investment Total fixed assets Annual costs spent on construction and acquisition of fixed assets of the enterprise

R&D costs Annual costs invested by enterprises in science and technology R&D segments

Cost input Net investment Annual net investment of the enterprise

Staff costs The sum of wages and welfare expenses paid by the enterprise to employees every year

Number of staff A total number of employees employed by the enterprise each year

Output Economic benefits Earnings per share Net profit or net loss of the enterprise for each share held by common shareholders

Social benefits Generating capacity Annual power generation of enterprises

Environmental benefits Renewable energy generation Annual renewable energy generation capacity of enterprises

1/Carbon emission intensity The inverse of the carbon emissions per unit of the product of the enterprise

TABLE 3 Indicator mapping.

Micro indicators Macro indicators Macro
indicators data source

Input X1 Total fixed assets Total national reserves World Bank

X2 R&D costs R&D expenditure expenses World Bank

X3 Net investment Net foreign direct investment World Bank

X4 Staff costs GDP per capita of employed population World Bank

X5 Number of staff Percentage of employed population World Bank

Output Y1 Earnings per share GDP World Bank

Y2 Generating capacity Generating capacity BP Statistical Review of World Energy

Y3 Renewable energy generation Percentage of renewable energy generation Energy Statistics Yearbook 2020

Y4 1/Carbon emission intensity 1/Carbon emissions BP Statistical Review of World Energy
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embedded in the BCC model can be used to find the integrated

technical efficiency (Crste) of EDF’s investment merger in the

energy Internet sector for all years from 2010 to 2019, and

only the integrated technical efficiency from 2014 to 2016 is

below 1. The pure technical efficiency (Vrste) values obtained

using the input-oriented BCC (IN-BCC) and output-oriented

BCC (OUT-BCC) models respectively, are shown in the third

and fourth columns of the table, and only the pure technical

TABLE 4 Spearman correlation of macro index data.

France

Input X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Output Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

X1 1.000 0.091 0.358 0.067 0.721 Y1 1.000 0.212 -0.018 0.006

X2 0.091 1.000 −0.103 −0.188 0.042 Y2 0.212 1.000 -0.115 -0.261

X3 0.358 −0.103 1.000 0.091 0.042 Y3 −0.018 −0.115 1.000 0.636

X4 0.067 -0.188 0.091 1.000 0.552 Y4 0.006 −0.261 0.636 1.000

X5 0.721 0.042 0.042 0.552 1.000

Britain

Input X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Output Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

X1 1.000 0.673 -0.164 0.988* 0.988* Y1 1.000 -0.709 0.539 0.394

X2 0.673 1.000 -0.418 0.624 0.624 Y2 −0.709 1.000 −0.927 −0.879

X3 −0.164 −0.418 1.000 -0.139 −0.139 Y3 0.539 −0.927 1.000 0.952*

X4 0.988* 0.624 −0.139 1.000 1.000* Y4 0.394 −0.879 0.952* 1.000

X5 0.988* 0.624 −0.139 1.000* 1.000

Germany

Input X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Output Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

X1 1.000 0.006 −0.127 -0.309 -0.345 Y1 1.000 −0.442 0.371 0.552

X2 0.006 1.000 0.309 0.697 0.733 Y2 −0.442 1.000 0.255 −0.188

X3 -0.127 0.309 1.000 0.624 0.503 Y3 0.371 0.255 1.000 0.766*

X4 -0.309 0.697 0.624 1.000 0.927* Y4 0.552 -0.188 0.766* 1.000

X5 -0.345 0.733 0.503 0.927* 1.000

* indicates a strong correlation between the two indicators.

FIGURE 1
The determination process of evaluation indicators for investment and merger of energy Internet business.
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efficiency for 2015 and 2016 is less than 1. By using the two

types of models to calculate the pure technical efficiency

weights (0.5042 and 0.4958, respectively) and then

integrating them to obtain the final pure technical

efficiency values as shown in the fifth column of the table,

the combined pure technical efficiency values are closer to the

pure technical efficiency values calculated by the out-put-

oriented BCC model. The combined technical efficiency is

divided by the pure technical efficiency to get the scale

efficiency (the last column of the table). The scale

efficiency value in 2014 is 0.970, and the pure technical

efficiency value of integration is 1.000 at this time, which

FIGURE 2
Integration of investment merger efficiency evaluation.

FIGURE 3
The process of differentiated ranking of investment merger efficiency.

FIGURE 4
Final index system of investment and merger of energy Internet power enterprises.
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indicates that the technology-related elements are reasonably

used at this time, while the return from investment merger

can be increased by expanding the scale. the scale efficiency in

2015 and 2016 is greater than one, which indicates that the

scale is too large at this time, and the return from investment

merger can be increased by reducing the scale.

(2) Differentiated Ranking

The mean value of EDF’s integrated technical efficiency

from 2010 to 2019 is 0.968, the mean value of pure technical

efficiency is 0.955, and the mean value of scale efficiency is

1.018, which indicates that EDF’s overall investment merger

efficiency in the energy Internet field is high and is better

evaluated in terms of factor use, but the overall scale is slightly

large, and an appropriate reduction in the scale of investment

merger can better the overall investment merger efficiency of

the company in the field of energy Internet. The results of the

evaluation of the efficiency of investment merger in all years

are shown in Figure 5, in which both comprehensive technical

efficiency and scale efficiency began to decline after 2014,

comprehensive technical efficiency has been restored to be

effective since 2017, and scale efficiency values appeared

greater than one in 2015 and 2016, indicating that the scale

of investment merger in the energy Internet field is slightly

larger at this time, which in turn affects the efficiency of

investment merger, while pure technical efficiency is only

non-effective in 2015 and 2016 for 2 years. According to

the relationship between integrated technical efficiency,

pure technical efficiency, and scale efficiency: integrated

technical efficiency inefficiency is mainly caused by scale

efficiency inefficiency. Comparing the rankings given by

BCC and BCC-TOPSIS, the method proposed in this paper

can effectively distinguish DMUs that cannot be distinguished

by BCC, in which the 2-year investment merger efficiency

ranking with a scale efficiency value greater than one is the

lowest, and the ranking in the following years is relatively

TABLE 5 Integration of investment and merger efficiency evaluation
results-EDF.

DMU Crste Vrste Scale

IN-BCC OUT-BCC Final result

2010 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2011 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2012 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2013 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2014 0.970 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.970

2015 0.845 0.882 0.847 0.748 1.130

2016 0.868 0.925 0.870 0.807 1.076

2017 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2018 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2019 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Weight 0.5042 0.4958

FIGURE 5
Evaluation results of the efficiency of EDF’s investment and merger in the field of energy Internet.
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high, which is inseparable from the strong investment and

support of French power companies for the energy Internet in

recent years.

3.3.2 National Grid
(1) Integration of investment merger efficiency evaluation

results

Table 6 shows the integration process of the results of the

evaluation of the investment merger efficiency of National Grid’s

investments in the energy Internet sector. The CCR model

embedded in the BCC model can be used to find the integrated

technical efficiency (Crste) of National Grid’s investment merger

in the energy Internet sector for all years from 2010 to 2019, and

only the comprehensive technical efficiency from 2014 to 2017 is 1,

and the comprehensive technical efficiency in other years is less

than 1. The pure technical efficiency (Vrste) values obtained using

the input-oriented BCC (IN-BCC) and output-oriented BCC

(OUT-BCC) models respectively, are shown in the third and

fourth columns of the table, and only the pure technical

efficiency for 2013 is less than 1. By using the two types of

models to calculate the pure technical efficiency weights

(0.5004 and 0.4996, respectively) and then integrating them to

obtain the final pure technical efficiency values as shown in the

fifth column of the table, the combined pure technical efficiency

values are closer to the pure technical efficiency values calculated

by the output-oriented BCC model. The combined technical

efficiency is divided by the pure technical efficiency to get the

scale efficiency (the last column of the table). Only the scale

efficiency value from 2014 to 2017 was found to be 1. The scale

efficiency value in 2013 was 1.015, and the pure technical efficiency

value of integration at this time was 1.000, indicating that the

technology-related elements were reasonably used at this time,

while the scale of investment merger in the energy Internet field

was too large, and the return on investment merger could be

increased by reducing the scale.

(2) Differentiated Ranking

National Grid has a mean value of 0.945 for integrated technical

efficiency, 0.996 for pure technical efficiency, and 0.949 for scale

efficiency from 2010 to 2019, which, in general, shows that National

Grid United Kingdom has high investment merger efficiency in the

energy internet sector, but has large fluctuations in investment

merger efficiency from year to year. The results of the evaluation

of the efficiency of investment merger in all years are shown in

Figure 6. Among them, the comprehensive technical efficiency and

scale efficiency only had a value of one from 2014 to 2017, with

fluctuations in the rest of the years, and the pure technical efficiency

was only slightly less than one in 2013, while the scale efficiency was

greater than one in the same year, indicating that improving the

degree of factor input and the level of technologywhile appropriately

reducing the scale of investment merger can effectively improve the

company’s investment merger efficiency in the energy Internet field

in that year. According to the relationship between integrated

technical efficiency, pure technical efficiency, and scale efficiency:

integrated technical efficiency inefficiency is mainly caused by scale

efficiency inefficiency, and the efficiency of National Grid UK’s

investment merger in the energy internet sector is mainly related to

scale efficiency. Comparing the rankings given by BCC and BCC-

TOPSIS, it can see that the method proposed in this paper can

effectively distinguish DMUs that BCC cannot distinguish, among

which National Grid has the best investment merger in 2016. From

the data published by Fortune on the world’s top 500 companies, the

company ranked 471 in 2016, improving 15 places compared to

2015 and doubling its corporate profit, which is mainly due to the

divestment and sale of 51% of the company’s gas business and

adjusting the business layout on this basis to achieve energy

investment by investing in better technologies to save costs for

customers innovatively and efficiently transformation, the effect of

investment shows a good state.

3.3.3 E.ON
(1) Integration of investment merger efficiency evaluation

results

Table 7 shows the integration process of the results of the

evaluation of the investment merger efficiency of E. ON’s

investments in the energy Internet sector. The CCR model

embedded in the BCC model can be used to find the

integrated technical efficiency (Crste) of E. ON’s investment

merger in the energy Internet sector for all years from

2010 to 2019, and it can be seen that only the integrated

technical efficiency from 2011 to 2015 is below 1. The pure

technical efficiency (Vrste) values obtained using the input-

oriented BCC (IN-BCC) and output-oriented BCC (OUT-

BCC) models respectively, are shown in the third and fourth

TABLE 6 Integration of investment and merger efficiency evaluation
results-National Grid.

DMU Crste Vrste Scale

IN-BCC OUT-BCC Final result

2010 0.815 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.815

2011 0.906 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.906

2012 0.960 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.960

2013 0.975 0.984 0.976 0.960 1.015

2014 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2016 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2017 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2018 0.963 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.963

2019 0.834 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.834

Weight 0.5004 0.4996
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columns of the table. It is found that the pure technical efficiency

of the results calculated by the input-oriented BCC model is less

than one from 2011 to 2014, and the pure technical efficiency of

the output-oriented BCC model is less than one from 2011 to

2015. By using the two types of models to calculate the pure

technical efficiency weights (0.5031 and 0.4969, respectively) and

FIGURE 6
Evaluation results of the efficiency of National Grid’s investment and merger in the field of energy Internet.

FIGURE 7
Evaluation results of the efficiency of E. ON’s investment and merger in the field of energy Internet.
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then integrating them to obtain the final pure technical efficiency

values as shown in the fifth column of the table, it can be seen that

the combined pure technical efficiency values are closer to the

pure technical efficiency values calculated by the output-oriented

BCC model. The combined technical efficiency is divided by the

pure technical efficiency to get the scale efficiency (the last

column of the table). Only the scale efficiency values from

2014 to 2013 were found to be greater than 1. The scale of

investment in M&A in the energy internet sector is too large at

this time, and the return on investment merger can be increased

by reducing the scale of investment merger.

(2) Differentiated Ranking

The mean value of the integrated technical efficiency of E.

ON from 2010 to 2019 is 0.848, the mean value of the pure

technical efficiency is 0.875, and the mean value of the scale

efficiency is 0.977, which indicates that E. ON overall investment

merger in the energy Internet sector is more efficient and better

evaluated in terms of resource use and resource allocation. As can

be seen in Figure 7, comprehensive technical efficiency, pure

technical efficiency, and scale efficiency all started to decline after

2011, and then showed fluctuating trends; comprehensive

technical efficiency and scale efficiency returned to effect until

2016 but showed a decline again in 2019; while pure technical

efficiency has remained effective after returning to effective in

2015, with only 4 years of non-effective. From this, it can be seen

that the combined technical efficiency in-efficiency is mainly

caused by scale efficiency inefficiency. Comparing the rankings

given by BCC and BCC-TOPSIS, it can be seen that the method

proposed in this paper can effectively distinguish the DMUs that

BCC cannot distinguish, and the efficiency of E. ON’s investment

merger in energy Internet in recent years in investment merger

are relatively high, among which E. ON has the best investment

merger effect in 2018. This is mainly due to the upgrade of the

German power grid, and E. ON’s investment merger in the

energy network in 2018 is significantly higher than in

previous years.

4 Discussion

The paper follows the process of defining the evaluation

index system, constructing the evaluation model, and conducting

the case study. The role of the case study is to verify the validity

and scientific nature of the evaluation indicators and the

evaluation model constructed in the article.

Firstly, in the construction stage of the evaluation index

system. This paper incorporates the relevant factors of the

energy Internet while considering the common evaluation

index system of electric power enterprises. It is more suitable

for the energy Internet sector than other common evaluation

index systems of electric power enterprises’ efficiency and

complements the gaps in the related field. At the same time,

the Spearman correlation coefficient is used to analyze the initial

evaluation indexes, which effectively reduces the redundancy of

information between evaluation indexes. It allows for a more

reasonable and objective evaluation of electric power enterprises’

investment merger efficiency in the energy Internet sector.

Secondly, at the stage of constructing an evaluationmodel. Most

investment merger efficiency evaluation problems can be analyzed

both from the perspective of input minimization and output

maximization. If only one perspective is used, the results are

often not objective enough. Based on the input-oriented and

output-oriented BCC model, this paper integrates the pure

technical efficiency calculated by both. The perspective of input

and output are both considered by integrating. In this way, the

evaluation results obtained are more comprehensive and objective

than those obtained by one method. At the same time, the method

follows the scientific principle of scale efficiency equals

comprehensive technical efficiency divided by pure technical

efficiency, which ensures the correctness and scientific nature of

themethod. In addition, this paper uses the TOPSISmodel to further

improve the integrated evaluation results, effectively distinguishing

between decision units with an overall technical efficiency value of 1,

and more intuitively demonstrating the effect of companies’

investment merger in the energy internet sector in different years.

Finally, in the case study phase. This paper evaluates the annual

efficiency of investment merger conducted by EDF, National Grid of

theUnited Kingdom, and E. ON in the energy Internet sector using the

constructed investment merger efficiency evaluation indicators system

and model respectively. The investment merger efficiency of the three

companies ismainly influenced by the size of the company.At the same

time, themanagement capability of the company and the level of energy

internet technology are important factors affecting the effectiveness of

their merger in the energy internet sector. The size of the company and

the company’s management capability have a negative impact on the

TABLE 7 Integration of investment and merger efficiency evaluation
results-E.ON.

DMU Crste Vrste Scale

IN-BCC OUT-BCC Final result

2010 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2011 0.792 0.911 0.857 0.782 1.012

2012 0.793 0.867 0.872 0.756 1.049

2013 0.650 0.726 0.828 0.606 1.073

2014 0.604 0.836 0.719 0.609 0.993

2015 0.982 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982

2016 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2017 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2018 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2019 0.658 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.658

Weight 0.5031 0.4969
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efficiency of the investment merger. Conversely, the level of energy

Internet technologymastered by the company has a positive impact on

the efficiency of the investmentmerger. Therefore, the three companies

should strengthen their energy Internet investment in weak links. By

comparing the rankings obtained by each company using BCC and

BCC_TOPSIS respectively, we can find that the differentiated ranking

method proposed in this paper can effectively distinguish the annual

investment merger effects where the rankings obtained by the BCC

model are all one. The case study verifies the effectiveness of the index

system and evaluationmodel constructed by this paperwhile evaluating

the efficiency of companies’ investment merger in the energy internet

sector.

5 Conclusion

With the purpose of helping energy companies grasp the

effects of their investments merger in the energy Internet

sector, achieve strategic transformation, and expand their

market share. It also aims to address the current lack of

evaluation index system and corresponding evaluation

models in the field of energy Internet research regarding

the efficiency of corporate investment merger. This paper

takes the evaluation of the efficiency of energy companies’

investment merger in the field of energy Internet as the

research object and conducts a study on the construction of

the evaluation index system and evaluation models. Firstly,

based on the existing research literature, this paper constructs

an evaluation index system for investment merger efficiency in

the energy Internet field by considering energy Internet-

related elements. In addition, this paper integrates the

evaluation results of two models, input-oriented BCC, and

output-oriented BCC, from a comprehensive perspective, and

differentiates the evaluation results of the traditional BCC

model by combining the TOPSIS model. Further, we apply the

indicators and model constructed in this paper to evaluating

the efficiency of three international power companies’

investment merger in the energy internet sector, analyze

each company’s investment merger situation and

influencing factors, as well as verify the effectiveness of the

proposed methodology. The way this paper constructs

evaluation indicators provides a new way of constructing

other research field’s evaluation indicator system. In

addition, this study complements the evaluation method of

investment merger efficiency of energy enterprises in the

energy Internet field represented by electricity enterprises

and fills in the evaluation of investment merger efficiency

in this field with the missing problem of the method.

Given that the theoretical research related to the energy

Internet is still in the development stage, with the enrichment of

the theoretical system other factors that can characterize the

energy Internet but are not incorporated in the evaluation

system this paper constructed may appear. Secondly, this

paper only studies the evaluation of the investment merger

efficiency of energy companies in the whole energy Internet

field and does not subdivide the aspects involved in the energy

Internet. Finally, this paper has studied the evaluation of

investment merger efficiency of energy enterprises in the

field of energy Internet on behalf of electricity enterprises.

How to better map the results of this paper to the whole

energy enterprises and construct the evaluation model of

investment merger efficiency of energy enterprises in the

field of energy Internet from a more macro and universal

perspective is a problem that needs further research. In

future work, the limitations of the efficiency evaluation

model proposed in this paper can be further improved by

solving these problems.
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